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Abstract
Objective: Accumulating evidence shows that bystanders witnessing public disputes frequently
intervene to help. However, little is known regarding the risks entailed for those bystanders
who enter the fray to stop conflicts. This study systematically examined the prevalence of bystander victimizations and associated risk factors. Method: Data were a cross-national sample
of 93 CCTV video recordings of real-life public disputes, capturing the potential victimizations
of 417 intervening and 636 non-intervening bystanders. Results: Data showed that interveners
were rarely physically harmed—at a rate of 3.6%—and non-interveners were virtually never
victimized. Confirmatory regression results showed that conflict party affiliation was associated with bystander victimization, although only moderately robust. The gender of the intervener was a highly fragile correlate with the outcome. The severity of the conflict at the time
of intervention was not found to increase the risk of victimization. Conclusions: Our findings
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highlight the ecological value of naturalistic observation for bystander research and emphasize
the need for evidence-based bystander intervention recommendations. Data, materials, and
postprint are available at osf.io/vyutj.
Keywords: bystander victimization, helping behavior, video observation
Introduction
There are long-standing scholarly assumptions and public concerns that bystanders largely remain passive when witnessing disputes in public settings (Darley & Latané, 1968; Milgram,
1970). However, accumulating evidence questions this notion (Fischer et al., 2011; Stalder,
2008), with recent observational work showing that in as many as nine out of ten real-life public
conflicts at least one bystander helps (Philpot, Liebst, Levine, Bernasco, & Lindegaard, 2019).
While this high bystander intervention rate is reassuring for potential victims and the public, it
raises the question of whether it is safe for bystanders to intervene. Specifically, by entering an
ongoing conflict, a bystander may become a target of aggression or be harmed by collateral
damage. Despite the relevance for public safety initiatives, the literature examining the victimization risk for helping-giving bystanders is surprisingly limited, and the current paper addresses this research gap.
This lack of bystander victimization research reflects the wider methodological circumstance that the experimental method—the default approach applied in bystander research—
cannot, for obvious ethical reasons, expose test subjects to potential harm (Osswald,
Greitemeyer, Fischer, & Frey, 2010). Additionally, self-reported accounts commonly applied
in victimization research offer unreliable data for studying interaction sequences in violent
events (Lindegaard & Bernasco, 2018), including the role played by bystanders (Philpot,
Liebst, Møller, Lindegaard, & Levine, 2019).
The few empirical studies on the prevalence of bystander victimizations offer some
grounds for optimism, however. Victimization survey data (Planty, 2002) and systematic newspaper assessments (Sherman, Steele, Laufersweiler, Hoffer, & Julian, 1989) suggest that bystanders are unlikely to be harmed during violent crimes, although the risk may vary across
types of interpersonal aggression. For example, Hamby, Weber, Grych, and Banyard (2016)
note a discrepancy between the percentage of bystanders hurt or threatened when intervening
into youth arguments involving relatives (5.8%), and the likelihood of victimization when intervening into sexual assaults (17.8%). Further, a CCTV analysis of conciliatory and aggressive
bystander interventions in real-life public assaults in Copenhagen, Denmark, reports a physical
victimization rate of 18% (Liebst, Heinskou, & Ejbye-Ernst, 2018). In this recent study, the
risk of bystander victimization if entering the conflict to solely de-escalate the fight is lower,
at just over one in ten.1 Reports of higher bystander victimization rates do exist, such as
1

The reported victimization risk reported in Liebst, Heinskou, et al. (2018) did not distinguish between de-escalatory and escalatory involvement. The cited victimization risk for pure de-escalators is based on a reanalysis of
the raw data included in that study.
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Moschella, Bennett, and Banyard (2018) who find that approximately one in three interveners
in sexual violence experience negative perpetrator responses. Note, however, that this relatively higher prevalence should be considered in light of the very inclusive definition of negative responses applied in this study (e.g., that the perpetrator was ‘upset at’ the intervener,
without retaliating physically).
The literature also identifies a number of risk factors associated with bystander victimization. In line with the general insight that bystander helping is shaped by group dynamics
(Levine & Manning, 2013; Liebst, Philpot, et al., 2019), a pre-existing social tie between bystander and conflict victim is found to be positively associated with bystander victimization
(Liebst, Heinskou, et al., 2018). This suggests that bystander intervention on behalf of a victimized group member may leave the intervener vulnerable to the perpetrator’s out-group aggression (see Brewer, 2001). Alternatively, a familiar bystander who intervenes towards an ingroup aggressor may be more likely retaliated against than an intervening stranger, suggesting
an operating in-group aggression dynamic (see Marques, 1990).
Further, aggressive rather than placatory intervention acts are found to enhance the victimization risk, both among members of the public and law enforcement officers (Liebst,
Ejbye-Ernst, et al., 2019; Liebst, Heinskou, et al., 2018; van Reemst, Fischer, & Zwirs, 2015).
The nighttime drinking setting is also reported as a situational risk factor for bystander victimizations (Liebst, Heinskou, et al., 2018), corresponding to the finding that these locations are
well-known hotspots of violent crime (Hadfield, Lister, & Traynor, 2009). Plausibly, female
bystanders are less likely to be victimized than males, because they are perceived as less of a
potential physical threat (Christie, 1986; Copes, Hochstetler, & Forsyth, 2013)—note, however, that the empirical evidence supporting a gender-difference is mixed (Belknap & Shelley,
1993; Liebst, Heinskou, et al., 2018; Moschella et al., 2018; Rabe-Hemp & Schuck, 2007). The
severity of the conflict is likewise a plausible risk factor of bystander victimization, in line with
the argument that violence often gets out of control and, as such, may spillover to bystanders
(Collins, 2013). Again, however, the supporting evidence remains inconclusive (Hamby et al.,
2016; Liebst, Heinskou, et al., 2018).
Taken together, there is a dearth of knowledge of the prevalence and risk factors of bystander victimization. This is unsatisfactory not only from a scholarly point of view but also
from an applied perspective, as it remains uncertain for safety agencies whether it is too dangerous to recommend that bystanders intervene in public conflicts. The current study aims to
address this gap by examining the prevalence and associated risk factors of bystander intervention in real-life public conflicts. As such, the current study attempts to validate the findings of
Liebst, Heinskou, et al. (2018), which is the only existing direct observational (video-based)
study of bystander victimization. As expected from this prior study, and the theoretical view
that victimization may be linked to (in or out) group aggression dynamics (Brewer, 2001;
Marques, 1990), we hypothesize that intervening bystanders with a conflict party affiliation
3

have a larger victimization likelihood than intervening strangers (Hypothesis 1). Further, with
the aim of clarifying the mixed evidence regarding gender and conflict severity, we hypothesize
that female interveners have a lower victimization risk than males (Hypothesis 2), and that the
victimization risk is positively associated with conflict severity (Hypothesis 3). Given the confirmatory study ambition (see Cumming, 2014), these hypotheses are tested following a preanalysis plan (available at osf.io/s4hdx).
Methods
Data comprised of video clips displaying aggressive public incidents captured by actively monitored CCTV cameras in the inner city areas of Amsterdam (the Netherlands), Cape Town
(South Africa), and Lancaster (the United Kingdom). The selection of these countries was partially pragmatic, in the sense that access to CCTV data is difficult to acquire and we were able
to do so because the researchers involved had local knowledge or prior working relationships
with agencies in these cities. One benefit of the current sample is that it is less selected on the
dependent variable than, for example, Liebst, Heinskou, et al. (2018) who relied on severe
police-reported violent assaults, which most likely over-represent the rate of bystander victimizations. As such, the current data captured incidents ranging from non-violent quarrels to severe violent confrontations of interest to the police. Data access was provided by local police
or municipal agencies, and the study was approved by The Danish Data Protection Agency
(ref. no 514-0011/18-2000).
The raw sample comprised 1,225 clips.2 From this sample, we selected 219 clips conforming to the following criteria: The captured incident occurred in an urbanized, inner-city
area. The clips captured a conflict between at least two antagonists, at any level of aggression.
The clips had a high quality (e.g., brightness, resolution) that allowed for detailed behavioral
coding, with no, or only negligible, breaks in the observed interaction sequences (e.g., a
participant moves shortly behind an obstacle, see Nassauer & Legewie, 2018). Given that behavioral video coding is very labor-intensive, we randomly chose a subset of 93 clips, across
which all intervening bystanders were coded (n = 417). In order to make comparisons between
intervening and non-intervening bystanders, we also coded a sample of non-intervening bystanders (n = 636). In sparsely populated contexts, we coded all present non-intervening bystanders; in highly populated contexts, we randomly selected a sub-sample of non-interveners.
Several statistical power scenarios were calculated with G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang,
& Buchner, 2007) prior to our logistic regression analysis of victimization risk factors. The
sample of 417 intervening bystanders was above the approximate 350 cases found necessary
to detect a small effect size (OR ~ 1.60) with a power of 0.80, and α = .05. Here, we assumed
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Note that part of the current raw data was analyzed for another study purpose in Philpot et al. (2020). As such,
part of the presented sample selection criteria are similar across the two studies.
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that any effect size lesser than ‘small’ would be of limited practical significance (Ferguson,
2009; Kirk, 1996).
Coding procedure
A team of six trained student research assistants coded data in accordance with a detailed, interrater agreement tested codebook. This codebook included variable definitions from prior
bystander intervention and victimization studies (Levine, Taylor, & Best, 2011; Liebst,
Heinskou, et al., 2018), which were further detailed and evaluated through qualitative assessments of a subset of data (see Jones et al., 2016; Lorenz, 1973). This qualitative phase was
more interpretative in nature and focused on validating the social meaning of our behavioral
codes, considered from the perspective of the participants. Here we followed Valach, von
Cranach, and Kalbermatten (1988, p. 252) who “emphasize that it is necessary to use not only
physical criteria, but also social meaning, when defining observational units in the construction
of observational systems.” By comparison, the subsequent quantitative phase focused on measuring the behavioral unites as reliably as possible, ideally with exact agreement across multiple
coders (Stemler, 2004).
The first step in the coding procedure involved identifying the, in most cases, two protagonists who initiated or chiefly orchestrated the conflict. All other individuals present in the
situation were then defined as bystanders. Those bystanders who performed at least one of the
following de-escalatory behaviors were coded as intervening bystanders: pacifying gesturing;
pacifying grabbing (e.g., pulling or holding an aggressor back from their target); pacifying
pushes; blocking contact; or pacifying touching (e.g., hugging or stroking the body of an antagonist). The coding procedure involved observing each participating bystander, on average
around 4 per situation, throughout the entirety of the video clip, lasting on average around 3
minutes. Here, we benefitted from the technical advantage of video data, that each clip may be
replayed, zoomed in upon, and slowed down to frame-by-frame instances (Gilmore & Adolph,
2017; Nassauer & Legewie, 2018).
To test the interrater agreement of our variables (Stemler, 2004), we randomly selected
24 videos (25.8% of the sample, containing 38 intervening bystanders) for independent coding.
The level of agreement between three coders was evaluated with Krippendorff’s (2004) alpha,
following the benchmarks (Landis & Koch, 1977): slight (< .21), fair (~ .21), moderate (~ .41),
substantial (~ .61), and almost perfect (~ .81). For interrater scores below ‘substantial agreement,’ we also report percentage agreement and Gwet’s (2008) AC1 agreement statistic, which
is more robust to the ‘Kappa’s Paradox’ (Cicchetti & Feinstein, 1990)—the phenomenon in
which a high percentage of agreement can result in low interrater scores (though see
Krippendorff, 2013).
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Measures
Our outcome variable, bystander victimization, measures whether the bystander, after the
point of first de-escalatory intervention, was victimized by at least one of the following acts:
hit; kick; shove; head-butt; grappling (headlock, forceful holding, pullover); attack while on
the ground; weapon threat; or weapon use. An AC1 score of .96 and a percentage agreement of
96.5% suggest high interrater agreement, while a moderate alpha score of .49 appears deflated
because the variable is heavily skewed towards non-victimizations (i.e., the raters did not reach
near-perfect agreement in the very few victimization cases). We also recorded the victimization
of non-intervening bystanders, and for this measure, we reached a fully perfect interrater agreement.
The first explanatory variable, conflict party affiliation, measured whether the bystander
knew at least one person involved in the conflict at the point of the first intervention. Affiliation
was inferred from behavioral displays of personal relationships (i.e., ‘tie-signs,’ Goffman
1971), for example, arriving/leaving the scene together, huddling together, or exchanging
greetings (see Afifi & Johnson, 2005; Ge, Collins, & Ruback, 2012). The interrater agreements
scores for this variable are moderate, alpha = .50, AC1 = .52, percentage agreement = 75.4%,
and this variable should accordingly be interpreted with this in mind. As an alternative operationalization of conflict party affiliation, we also recorded whether the intervening bystander
knew a conflict party who had been aggressed against prior to the bystander’s first de-escalatory intervention (alpha = .66). We included, as elaborated further below, this victim affiliation
measurement to validate how robust our confirmatory analysis is to alternative data specifications.
The second explanatory variable was the bystander’s gender (alpha = .95), with female
as the reference category. The third explanatory variable was conflict severity, which measured
the most severe level of aggression on display within a 5-second window prior to the bystander’s first de-escalatory intervention (alpha = .90). This latter measure distinguished between three levels of conflict severity: no observable displays of aggression between the conflict parties; nonviolent displays of aggression (e.g., expressive gestures, poking); violent displays of aggression (e.g., hits, shoves weapon use).3
To control for the possibility that victimization prevalence may vary across geographical
contexts with differing levels of violent crimes (Sampson, 2013), we included urban-national
context as dummy variables: Amsterdam, the Netherlands; Cape Town, South Africa; and Lancaster, the United Kingdom. As a second control, we included the bystander’s age (alpha =
.74), captured on a continuous scale. To make this variable comparable to binary predictors,
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Note that we—as described in the codebook and pre-analysis plan analysis—coded violent aggression on two
levels, distinguishing between single aggressive acts and highly severe aggressive acts (e.g., violence targeted
someone on the ground). We had, however, to collapse these two levels level, because the highly severe aggression
level completely separated (perfectly predicted) the victimization outcome, an estimation issue of logistic regression (i.e., no victimization cases were linked with highly severe aggression).
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we standardized it prior to analysis by subtracting the mean and dividing by two standard deviations (Gelman, 2008). The rationale for including age as a control is that research documents
a robust relationship between young age and the risk of violent victimization (Macmillan,
2001). As a third control variable, we measured the total number of bystanders present at the
scene (alpha = .87). This variable, also standardized prior to analysis, was included given research suggesting that bystander presence can play a role in both regulating or amplifying conflict situations (Collins, 2008; Levine et al., 2011). Finally, aggressive involvement measured
whether the bystander performed any physically escalatory behaviors (e.g., aggressive pointing, hitting) besides de-escalatory acts (alpha = .70). Note that for victimized bystanders, we
only included aggressive acts performed prior to their victimization, because we are only interested in how the aggressive acts may be a cause (not a retaliatory effect) of victimization.
Results
Of the 337 bystanders who intervened with only de-escalatory acts during the conflict (i.e.,
excluding bystanders performing any aggressive acts), 12 (3.6%) were physically victimized
(M = 0.036, CI 95% [0.019, 0.061]). Across 602 bystanders who were present but remained
uninvolved, only one (0.2%) bystander was victimized (M = 0.002, CI 95% [0.000, 0.009]).
This victimization difference pure de-escalators and non-involved bystanders was statistically
significant, z = -4.18, p < .001, two-tailed. The victimizations of interveners were mainly a
single hit (n = 6, 50.0%) or several shoves (n = 5, 41.7%), while more excessively violent
victimizations such as head-butts, violence towards a bystander on the ground, or weapon use
were not found in data.
Confirmatory analysis
For our confirmatory hypothesis testing, we applied a logistic regression model, specified with
cluster-corrected standard errors to account for our hierarchical data structure, with bystanders
nested in conflicts (Huang, 2016). We adjusted the applied alpha level to the size of the analyzed sample (Lakens, 2019), and the number of hypotheses tested (Bland & Altman, 1995).4
For our directional hypotheses, we report one-tailed tests and one-sided 95% confidence intervals (Cho & Abe, 2013). Alongside frequentist statistics, we also report Bayes factors
(Wagenmakers, 2007), approximated from Bayesian Information Criterion (an approach that
does not require specification of a prior, rather a unit-information prior is assumed).
In line with Hypothesis 1, we found that conflict party affiliation was positively associated with bystander victimization (OR = 5.65, 95% CI [1.89, 16.86], p = .005, one-sided, BF10
= 3.33). The statistical significance of this association was suggested by the reported p-value
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Specifically, we calculated a sample standardized alpha, 𝛼𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛 =
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below the adjusted alpha threshold of .008, and by the Bayes factor indicating that data was
approximately three times more likely under H1 than H0—what should be considered positive
evidence evaluated with the thresholds (Raftery, 1995): weak (~1-3), positive (~3-20), strong
(~ 20-150), and very strong (150 or larger). In terms of practical significance, conflict party
affiliated bystanders had three times the odds of being victimized—a large effect size evaluated
with the thresholds (Ferguson, 2009): weak (~ 2.0), moderate (~ 3.0), and strong (~ 4.0). Assessed in absolute terms, however, the predicted probabilities of victimization for conflict party
affiliated (5%) and non-affiliated (2%) bystanders, respectively, suggested that the risk was
low for both groups.5
Next, a statistically significant p-value offered support for Hypothesis 2 that male gender
was positively associated with victimization (OR = 3.82, 95% CI [1.68, 8.67], p = .004, onesided, BF10 = 1.54). However, the related Bayes factor offered only weak evidence in favor of
the association, suggesting that data cannot discriminate between H0 and H1. Finally, contrary
Hypothesis 3, bystanders were not found to have a higher victimization risk when intervening
into nonviolent aggression (OR = 1.93, 95% CI [0.70, 5.29], p = .143, one-sided) or violent
aggression (OR = 1.22, 95% CI [0.41, 3.65], p = .383, one-sided) in comparison to conflicts
where there were no immediate observable displays of aggression. This was further stressed by
Bayes factor evidence suggesting that it was around five times more likely that the conflict
severity was non-associated with bystander victimization than associated (BF01 = 4.79).
Several of the controls were not found to be associated with the outcome: age (OR =
0.56, 95% CI [0.12, 2.60], p = .460, two-sided, BF01 = 16.61), number of bystanders (OR =
1.39, 95% CI [0.44, 4.47], p = .576, two-sided, BF01 = 17.54), and aggressive involvement (OR
= 1.15, 95% CI [0.34, 3.90], p = .826, two-sided, BF01 = 19.49). By comparison, the victimization risk was found to vary across urban-national contexts, as indicated by positive Bayes
factor evidence (BF10 = 5.23). Specifically, we found that the victimization risk was higher in
Lancaster (the United Kingdom) as compared to the Amsterdam (the Netherlands) reference
(OR = 13.21, p = .005, two-sided), while Cape Town (South Africa) was not found to be statistically different from the reference (OR = 2.96, p = .301, two-sided).
Multiverse analysis
In addition to the initial confirmatory analysis, we also assessed how robust the hypotheses
variables were across a multiverse of all combinations of independent variables (Steegen,
Tuerlinckx, Gelman, & Vanpaemel, 2016; Young, 2018). The rationale for this is that statistical
analyses often hinge upon arbitrary specification choices (Silberzahn et al., 2017)—but as
Leamer (1985, p. 308) highlights, a “fragile inference is not worth taking seriously.” For this
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Note that the predicted probability for nonaffiliated is not significantly different from zero (see osf.io/vyutj). As
such, the accuracy of the 2% prediction should be interpreted with caution and effectively indistinguishable from
a victimization likelihood of zero.
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multiverse analysis procedure, we followed the rule of thumb that sign and significance stability across 50% and 95% of specifications indicate weak and very strong model robustness,
respectively (Raftery, 1995).
Across 64 model combinations of independent variables (two-tailed, α = .05), conflict
party affiliation was statistically significant with a positive sign in 100% of models. Alternatively, we examined the implication of applying an alternative operationalization of affiliation,
defined more narrowly as an affiliation to a person who had been aggressed against at the point
of intervention—this victim affiliation measurement corresponds to the one applied in Liebst,
Heinskou, et al. (2018). This alternative predictor had a positive sign in 100% of models, but
only reached statistical significance in 28% of combinations. In sum, across all models specified with one of the two measures of affiliation (i.e., conflict party affiliation or victim affiliation), 64% are positive and significant, suggesting that the hypothesized association of affiliation and victimization hinges in part on how affiliation is measured and should thus be considered only moderately robust. Next, the bystander’s gender had a positive sign in 100% of models, while 50% of models reached statistical significance. Finally, the multiverse analysis supports the initial results that severity level is not associated with the victimization outcome.
Specifically, bystanders were not found to have a higher victimization risk when intervening
into nonviolent aggression or violent aggression (compared to situations with no direct displays
of aggression) in any (0%) of the model combinations.
Discussion
The growing evidence suggesting that bystanders witnessing public aggression are often ‘active’ rather than ‘passive’ further raises the question of whether it is safe for bystanders to
intervene to help. The key finding of the current study is that the prevalence of victimization
for both intervening and non-intervening bystanders is small. Specifically, 0.2% of inactive
bystanders and 3.6% of actively intervening bystanders were physically victimized, and these
victimizations tended to be a single hit, or multiple shoves. This result is overall consistent with
prior studies showing that mere presence in conflictual events is rarely dangerous (Planty,
2002; Sherman et al., 1989), and that the victimization risk is limited even for intervening
bystanders (Liebst, Heinskou, et al., 2018). More broadly, the low bystander victimization rate
agrees with evidence showing that interpersonal violence is relatively rare and only atypically
escalates to severe levels—either because violence is hard to perform (Collins, 2019) or due to
successful bystander de-escalation (Levine et al., 2011).
It should, however, be noted that the victimization prevalence in the current data is at the
lower end when compared to the existing evidence. This between-study variation may be the
result of differing victimization operationalizations (e.g., ‘physically victimized’ versus
‘harmed or threatened’), or reflect the diversity of the aggressive situations under examination
(e.g., public confrontations as opposed to sexual assaults). The discrepancy in the levels of
9

victimization between studies may also be an artifact of the applied methods (e.g., real-time
observational data instead of retrospective self-reported accounts), or a property of the datasets
under examination (Lindegaard & Bernasco, 2018; Philpot, Liebst, Møller, et al., 2019). For
example, the higher victimization rate at just over one in ten recorded in Liebst, Heinskou, et
al. (2018) is most probably an artifact of relying on serious police-reported violent assaults (as
opposed to the range of non-physical and physical confrontations in the current study).
We tested three plausible risk factors of victimization. As expected, we found some, albeit only moderately robust, evidence that conflict party affiliation increases the victimization
likelihood (Hypothesis 1). In interpreting this finding, victimization risk could be attributed to
out-group or in-group aggression processes (Brewer, 2001; Marques, 1990). Based on a positive association between victim affiliation and bystander victimization, Liebst, Heinskou, et al.
(2018) suggested an aggressive out-group dynamic, whereby bystanders socially close to a
conflict party are perceived as partisans, and thus eligible targets of aggression. In the current
study, however, the association between victimization risk and victim affiliation was highly
fragile, and offers thus no clear evidence for out-group aggression. Alternatively, and indicating an aggressive in-group dynamic, a proportion of the bystander victimizations were committed by an apparently familiar person. However, given that these considerations rely on the
distribution of very few cases, and that our two measures of affiliation have low interrater
agreements, the current study is uncertain about the relative contribution of in- and out-group
aggression. A less ambiguous interpretation is that public strangers may intervene with a particularly low victimization risk, likely reflecting their limited social investment in the conflict.
This argument resonates with Black’s (1993) view that third-parties with a weak partisanship
with conflict parties tend to limit conflict outcomes.
Given the rather mixed picture of the potential role being played by group processes in
the likelihood of bystander victimization, further exploratory research is required. One of the
key questions to be explored is the way bystanders, victims, and perpetrators are making sense
of their own psychological relationships to others as the events unfold. There is a body of more
qualitative work in the social identity tradition that examines these dynamics in the context of
crowd behavior in conflict and emergencies (see e.g., Drury & Reicher, 2000; Stott & Reicher,
1998). Combining analysis of the group dynamics from the perspective of participants with
information about behavioral dynamics in real-time will improve our understanding in this
area.
At first sight in line with Hypothesis 2, the analysis indicated that male bystanders may
have a higher victimization risk than females. However, the very highly nature of the association suggests that the current study adds further to, rather than clarifies, the mixed status of the
existing evidence regarding the gender-victimization link. Finally, contrary to Hypothesis 3,
we found compelling evidence that conflict severity is not associated with victimization. This
finding corresponds with Liebst, Heinskou, et al. (2018) and contradicts Hamby et al. (2016),
10

and more broadly questions the view that violence often gets out of control and thus may spill
over to intervening or even uninvolved bystanders (Collins, 2013). The targeted rather than the
uncontrolled display of violence (see Kemper, 2011; Liebst, Lindegaard, & Bernasco, 2019) is
further emphasized by the descriptive finding that non-intervening bystanders are virtually
never victimized. Taken together, our risk factor analysis only offered unambiguous evidence
that conflict severity is non-associated with bystander victimization, while there is ground for
caution when interpreting the moderately robust and highly fragile results of affiliation and
gender, respectively.
We comment briefly on the included controls. Age was not associated with victimization,
indicating that the well-described link between young age and violent victimizations may not
generalize to bystander victimizations (Macmillan, 2001). The number of bystanders present
was also not found to be associated with victimization and runs counter to the view—both
advocated within bystander research (Latané, 1981) and beyond (Collins, 2008)—that mere
co-presence of an audience may shape violent outcomes. Contrary to van Reemst et al. (2015)
and Liebst, Heinskou, et al. (2018), we did not find that aggressive involvement was a risk
factor, indicating that a bystander’s de-escalatory intervention may ‘make up’ for the aggression also performed in the conflict.
Data indicated that interventions in conflicts in Lancaster (the United Kingdom) had a
substantially higher victimization rate than the Amsterdam (the Netherlands) reference category. This reflects that the victimizations are unevenly distributed across the subsamples, with
18 out of the 26 (69.2%) victimization events recorded in Lancaster, and only six (23.1%) and
two (7.7%) in Amsterdam and Cape Town, respectively. It is perhaps surprising that the Cape
Town subsample does not have disproportionately more victimization events, given the high
violent crime rates of this urban-national contexts compared to its European counterparts
(Global Peace Index, 2018). The victimization skewness could, however, also be attributed to
other more specific circumstances, for example, different norms for displaying aggression in
night-time drinking settings (Graham & Wells, 2003). Further research should examine how
bystander victimization rate varies within and between national, regional, and urban contexts
(see Sampson, 2013).
Limitations
The current study has limitations. We acknowledge that our sample is not representative of
public place conflicts or interpersonal aggression as such. This is stressed by prior research
showing that the victimization risk varies substantially across conflict types (Hamby et al.,
2016), as well as studies indicating that conflicts in inner-city public spaces differ from suburban and rural settings (Baumgartner, 1989). Specifically, our sample is constrained by where
in public place the cameras are located, which is chiefly in night-time drinking settings. This
implies, in turn, that the current sample contains a disproportionally high number of intoxicated
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individuals, which may have influenced how the violent events unfolded and the related bystander victimization risk.
It should be acknowledged that CCTV footage does only offers information on a limited
aspect of the unfolding conflicts. Videos data captures the here-and-now manifestation of conflicts while only very limited information on subjective motivations and chains of interactions
that lead up to the situation (Wieviorka, 2014). Moreover, our video clips did not capture sound
and thus we could not assess the relative risk associated with the common occurrence of verbal
intervention (see Slater et al., 2013). It is likely to have underestimated the victimization prevalence that we could not record verbal victimizations (e.g., threats, scoldings).
We also faced issues with respect to the reliability of our codes. For example, while we
reliably captured the non-event of victimization, we were less reliable in capturing the rare
events of victimization, and this may have resulted in an underestimation of the number of
victimizations across data. Moreover, we only assessed the interrater agreement but not the
construct validity of the included variables. As such, in measuring the bystander affiliation to
conflict parties, we relied on behavioral cues of affiliation, without definitively knowing who
knows whom. This uncertainty, along the low interrater agreement reached for this variable,
may have contributed to the only moderately robust association between affiliation and victimization.
Research implications
Within recent years, the situational approach to the study violence has regained traction
(Bowman, Whitehead, & Raymond, 2018; Collins, 2008; Lindegaard, Bernasco, & Jacques,
2015). Informed by this development, the bystander research field has received criticism for its
overreliance on experimental methods with a low ecological validity to assess the causes and
consequences of bystander helping behavior (Philpot, Liebst, Levine, et al., 2019). Just as the
standard experimental simulations of mundane mishaps (e.g., an ‘accidental’ pencil spill) underestimates the extent to which real-life bystanders intervene when help is required (Fischer
et al., 2011; Philpot, Liebst, Levine, et al., 2019), the absence of unstructured violence precludes an assessment of the victimization risk for intervening bystanders (Osswald et al., 2010).
The current paper encapsulates the recommendation that video-based naturalistic observation offers an ecologically valid alternative approach to study real-life bystander behavior
(Philpot, Liebst, Møller, et al., 2019). This taps into the wider consideration that social psychology, as stressed by Mortensen and Cialdini (2010), should to a larger extent validate its
experimental insights with naturalistic observations. The advantage of conducting video-assisted naturalistic observation is furthermore stressed by the fact that other typical methods—
self-reports (interviews, surveys) and on-site observations—are known to provide unreliable
information on face-to-face interaction sequences (Jerolmack & Khan, 2014; Morrison, Lee,
Gruenewald, & Mair, 2016).
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Practical implications
Bystanders are increasingly appreciated as a crime prevention resource (Eck, 2015), especially as a successful means to target sexual violence on campuses (Kettrey & Marx, 2019).
Yet, given the lack of systematic evidence examining the risks posed to intervening bystanders,
it is understandable that crime prevention stakeholders may be reluctant to encourage bystanders to take action (Liebst, Philpot, Heinskou, & Lindegaard, 2018). We believe, however, that
our results add to the proactive bystander view that the helpful benefits of intervention outweigh the relatively limited costs associated with bystander intervention (Hamby et al., 2016;
Hart & Miethe, 2008; Levine, Philpot, & Kovalenko, 2020). However, further evaluations of
the benefits against the potential costs should also consider the long-term consequences of intervention for the bystanders. These may include traumatic stress symptoms, but also positive
affect related to helping others, particularly in comparison to the negative feelings experienced
by those who did not intervene (Witte, Casper, Hackman, & Mulla, 2017).
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